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8 An ultimate goal of spintronics is to control magnetism via electrical means. One promising way is to
9 utilize a current-induced spin-orbit torque (SOT) originating from the strong spin-orbit coupling in heavy

10 metals and their interfaces to switch a single perpendicularly magnetized ferromagnetic layer at room
11 temperature. However, experimental realization of SOT switching to date requires an additional in-plane
12 magnetic field, or other more complex measures, thus severely limiting its prospects. Here we present a
13 novel structure consisting of two heavy metals that delivers competing spin currents of opposite spin
14 indices. Instead of just canceling the pure spin current and the associated SOTs as one expects and
15 corroborated by the widely accepted SOTs, such devices manifest the ability to switch the perpendicular
16 CoFeB magnetization solely with an in-plane current without any magnetic field. Magnetic domain
17 imaging reveals selective asymmetrical domain wall motion under a current. Our discovery not only paves
18 the way for the application of SOT in nonvolatile technologies, but also poses questions on the underlying
19 mechanism of the commonly believed SOT-induced switching phenomenon.

DOI:20

21 Switching of ferromagnets is central to many magnetic
22 memory applications from high-density magnetic recording
23 to magnetic random access memories (MRAM) [1,2]. A
24 ferromagnetic (FM) entity can always be, and for a long
25 time could only be, switched by a magnetic field. The
26 discovery of spin transfer torque (STT) enabled current
27 switching of FM entities in nanostructures, whereby spin
28 polarized currents generated in a pinned FM layer in a FM-
29 metal-FM (spin valve) or FM-insulator-FM (magnetic
30 tunnel junction) device exerts a torque on the magnetization
31 of a second (free) FM layer [3–6]. However, the high STT
32 switching current density through the device is undesirable.
33 The advent of spin-orbit torque (SOT) allows the
34 prospects of electrical switching of a single FM layer with
35 perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) by a peripheral
36 current [7–12]. The general structure of a perpendicular
37 SOT device is a HM=FM=I trilayer, as shown in Fig. 1(a),
38 where the FM layer (e.g., Co, CoFeB), sandwiched
39 between a heavy metal (HM), e.g., Pt and W, and a light
40 oxide (I), e.g., AlOx and MgO, acquires PMA. Because of
41 the spin Hall effect (SHE) and the interfacial Rashba effect,
42 a charge current J (in the x direction) gives rise to a pure
43 spin current Js ∝ θSHJ × σ and a spin accumulation in the
44 out-of-plane (z) direction, respectively, with a spin index σ
45 in the direction perpendicular to both Js and J, that is along
46 the y direction [7–9]. The effective spin Hall angle θSH
47 specifies the charge-to-spin conversion efficiency. Heavy
48 metals with large θSH, such as Pt, Ta, and W [10–14], are
49 important for SOT devices, in which the anomalous Hall
50 effect (AHE) generates a transverse voltage in proportion to

51the orientation of the perpendicularly magnetized layer
52[Fig. 1(b)]. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a) and in contrast to STT
53devices, the charge current passes peripheral to, and not
54through, the magnetic multilayers.
55Switching of a PMA layer by SOT was first demon-
56strated by Miron et al. in 2011 and Liu et al. in 2012 in
57Pt=Co=AlOx [10,11]. We have obtained similar results in
58W=CoFeB=MgO (See Supplementary Material I [15] for
59SOT switching in W=CoFeB=MgO). However, to date,
60SOT switching in HM=FM=I multilayers cannot occur

F1:1FIG. 1. Structures and current-induced switching behaviors in
F1:2CoFeB with PMA, patterned with α ¼ 0°. (a) Conventional SOT
F1:3switching in Wð1Þ=CoFeBð1Þ=MgOð1.8Þ, (b) anomalous Hall
F1:4effect (AHE) effect underþ3 mA (blue solid circles) and −3 mA
F1:5(open diamond circles), and (c) switching requiring a magnetic
F1:6field. (d) Competing SOT effects of Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO.
F1:7(e) AHE under positive and negative current. (f) Current induced
F1:8magnetization switching requiring no magnetic field.
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61 unless an external magnetic field μ0Hx is also applied along
62 the current direction. The field direction, parallel or
63 antiparallel to J, dictates the states with up or down
64 magnetization at large current. [Fig. 1(c)]. Higher μ0Hx
65 reduces the switching current density, but switching cannot
66 occur at any current density without a magnetic field. The
67 requirement of a magnetic field severely diminishes the
68 prospects of SOT switching. By altering the anisotropy of
69 the FM layer, using an asymmetrical geometrical shape or
70 magnetic exchange bias, switching without a field has been
71 demonstrated in prototype devices [16–20], but scaling
72 these measures up for technologically relevant device
73 arrays may present unique challenges.
74 Present understanding of SOT switching in HM/FM/I is
75 based on the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI)
76 and the domain wall (DW) motion driven by SOT [21–
77 26]. The DMI at the HM=FM interface causes a Néel DW
78 with a certain chirality. For a series of hypothetical up
79 ð ↑Þ=downð↓Þ domains along the x direction with mag-
80 netization pointing in the þz= − z directions, spins within
81 the DWs rotate in the vertical xz plane with a single
82 chirality that is set by the sign of the DMI constant. Under a
83 current in the x direction, the SOT causes motion of the
84 DW. Theoretical and experimental studies in the last few
85 years have concluded that the relevant SOT for HM/FM/I,
86 has two terms, namely, the fieldlike torque τFL ¼ aM × σ
87 and the anti-damping-like torque τDL ¼ bM × ðσ ×MÞ,
88 where mainly the latter drives the DWs [21–24]. The
89 Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation including the
90 SOT is

∂M
∂t ¼ −γM ×H þ α

M
M ×

∂M
∂t þ aM × σ þ bM

× ðσ ×MÞ; ð1Þ

9192 where the first two terms are the precession term and the
93 damping term. The corresponding effective fields of the
94 two terms of SOT,HFL ∼ σ andHDL ∼ σ ×M are in the xy
95 plane along the y and the x axes, respectively, shown in
96 Fig. 1(a). For DWs with one chirality, the effective field
97 HDL acting on the ↑↓ and ↓ ↑ DWs are also opposite.
98 Consequently, the SOTs influence both ↑↓ and ↓ ↑ DWs to
99 move in the same direction and with the same speed

100 (v↑↓ ¼ v↓↑), thus resulting in no net change in the overall
101 magnetization, thus, no switching. The external magnetic
102 field Hx along the current direction J changes the relative
103 orientation of the central DW moments, causing v↑↓ ≠ v↓↑
104 and enabling þM with one polarity and −M with the
105 opposite polarity of current. Thus, the external field Hx
106 breaks the degeneracy of up-down and down-up DWs with
107 regard to the SOT, and causes unequal DW motion that
108 accomplishes switching, even for nanostructures [25].
109 Simulation using Eq. (1) reveals these essential results,
110 including the necessity of an external field Hx [23–26].

111To date, SOT switching and the validity of Eq. (1) have
112been extensively studied only in HM/FM/I with one HM
113layer, involving spin current of one spin index σ. Since the
114strengths a and b of the two SOT terms in Eq. (1) scale with
115θSH, efficient switching relies on a HM with a large θSH,
116such as Pt or W, whose main contrast lies in the opposite
117sign of θSH and the opposite SOT. In this work, we
118experimentally explore the implications of Eq. (1) by
119employing a second HM with an opposite spin index
120−σ, such as Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO, as shown in Fig. 1(d).
121Since the two SOT terms are linear in σ, the second HM
122with an opposite θSH would generate a pure spin current of
123opposite σ. This should be expected to only reduce the net
124spin current and the associated SOT, resulting in a larger
125switching current density. With a sufficiently thick second
126HM, the net spin current and SOT of the HM bilayer
127complex would vanish, resulting in no current switching. In
128short, the effect of the second HM with opposite θSH is
129trivial and counterproductive as LLG simulation of Eq. (1)
130readily predicts. Contrary to conventional predictions, we
131observe effective SOT switching in Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO
132heterostructures. Not only is a net SOT evident in this
133material with nominally opposing SOTs, current induced
134switching occurs without any superimposed magnetic field,
135i.e., zero-field switching (ZFS), a feat that has eluded all
136HM=FM=I with a single HM. These results suggest a
137hitherto unknown mechanism due to competing spin
138currents that enables ZFS.
139We used magnetron sputtering with normal incidence
140for the fabrication of the multilayers, except the W layer,
141which was made by oblique (off-axis) sputtering to capture
142the β-W phase. The direction of oblique sputtering also
143defines an important in-plane structural symmetry within
144W=CoFeB=MgO, with CoFeB as Co40Fe40B20, in which
145the direction perpendicular to the off-axis direction is
146denoted as α ¼ 0° and 180°. All the films were deposited
147on Si=SiO2 substrate. The multilayers were then annealed
148in vacuum at 300 °C for 1 h to acquire the PMA of CoFeB.
149We use optical lithography to pattern multilayers into Hall
150bar structures, where the current channel is 20 μmðwidthÞ×
151120 μmðlengthÞ and the voltage channel width of 10 μm,
152with the current direction along various directions specified
153by α. The oblique sputtered W layer has a thickness
154difference of about 1 nm over a lateral distance of 3 cm.
155The W thickness variation in the actual samples is within
15610−3 nm, i.e., indistinguishable from a uniform layer.
157We first discuss the results of Hall bars patterned in the
158direction of α ¼ 0°. The results of Wð1Þ=CoFeBð1Þ=
159MgOð2Þ (in nm) are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The
160AHE loops are centered at μ0Hz ¼ 0, regardless of the
161current value [Fig. 1(b)]. Consistent with the SOT
162switching phenomena, current induced switching of this
163device requires an external field μ0Hx, where þμ0Hx
164(parallel to þI) leads to the þM state at large þI, and
165the opposite for −μ0Hx [Fig. 1(c)]. However, the results of
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166 Ptð3.8Þ=Wð1Þ=CoFeBð1Þ=MgO (in nm), are very different.
167 The AHE loops of Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO are distinctively off
168 center with the loop shifts to one side [Fig. 1(e)] as if under
169 a perpendicular field μ0H⊥, which increases linearly with
170 current density J (See Supplemental Material II [15] for
171 AHE of Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO devices). At a sufficiently
172 large current, purely electrical switching occurs at zero field
173 [Fig. 1(f)], i.e., ZFS. In fact, this sample continues to
174 exhibit the same SOT switching under modest fields μ0Hx
175 of up to about �10 mT. The switching current density
176 between samples is similar, although the switching current
177 in W=CoFeB=MgO [Fig. 1(c)] is smaller than that in
178 Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO [Fig. 1(f)] due to different metal layer
179 thicknesses.
180 To determine the relative contributions of Pt and W, we
181 measured a series of samples of Ptð3Þ=WðtW ¼ 0.7–1.6Þ=
182 CoFeBð1Þ=MgO with a constant Pt(3) layer and various
183 thicknesses of the W layer. As shown in Fig. 2(a), ZFS
184 (solid symbols), each with a sizable μ0H⊥, has been
185 observed in the range of about 0.7 < tW < 1.3 nm.
186 Samples outside this thickness range (open symbols) do
187 not exhibit ZFS. In another series, we varied the Pt layer
188 thickness in PtðtPt ¼ 1.5–4.5Þ=Wð1Þ=CoFeBð1Þ=MgO and

189observed ZFS with 1.5 < tPt < 3.8 as shown in Fig. 2(b).
190The ratio μ0H⊥=J, measures the efficiency of ZFS. As
191shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the μ0H⊥=J value varies
192systematically with tW and tPt with a maximal μ0H⊥=J of
1938mT=ð1011A=m2Þ occurring at Ptð3Þ=Wð1Þ=CoFeBð1Þ=
194MgO from the two series. There is no ZFS with μ0H⊥=J≈0
195and switching requires μ0Hx as in HM/FM/I. When the
196conventional SOT reduces [Fig. 2(e)], Jc dose not increase
197[Fig. 2(c)]. In fact, Jc has the lowest value in Ptð3Þ=Wð1Þ=
198CoFeBð1Þ=MgO, the structure with robust ZFS and maxi-
199mal μ0H⊥=J. For ZFS, the thicknesses of W (0.8 < tW <
2001.3) are smaller than those of Pt (1.5 < tPt < 3.8), because
201of the higher spin current injection efficiency from the W
202layer, which is in contact with the CoFeB layer. One might
203suspect that the second HM of Pt in Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO
204may alter the DMI, or cause other effects from the addi-
205tional Pt=W interface. We note the DMI constants of
206W=CoFeB and Pt=CoFeB have the same sign and similar
207values [27–29].
208We have also performed harmonic measurements
209[30–32] to quantitatively measure the effective HDL and
210HFL, through HDLðFLÞ ¼ 2½ðdV2ωÞ=ðdHxðyÞÞ�=½ðd2VωÞ=
211ðd2HxðyÞÞ�, where Vω;2ω are first and second harmonic
212Hall signal, Hx;y are in-plane magnetic field along and
213perpendicular to the current direction. The results of
214Ptð3Þ=WðtW ¼ 0.7–1.6Þ=CoFeBð1Þ=MgO are shown in
215Fig. 2(e). First of all, both SOTs in Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO
216are about 1 order of magnitude smaller than those with W
217and Pt alone [26,27], reflecting the reduced net spin current,
218consistent with conventional SOT phenomenology. Both
219τFL and τDL vary systematically with tW from positive to
220negative as tW increases. Importantly, both τFL and τDL
221cross zero at about tW ¼ 1 nm. Thus, the most efficient
222ZFS switching occurs in Ptð3Þ=Wð1Þ=CoFeBð1Þ=MgO,
223where all the key quantities for conventional SOTs,
224including τFL, τDL, and the effective θSH, are vanishingly
225small. This indicates that the ZFS in Ptð3Þ=Wð1Þ=CoFeB=
226MgO is not adequately captured by the conventional SOT
227mechanism whose strength is evaluated by τFL and τDL,
228but instead by a new mechanism, identified by μ0H⊥=J.
229To reveal the magnetization switching under the electric
230current, we use magnetic optical Kerr effect (MOKE)
231imaging on Ptð2.5 nmÞ=Wð1.0 nmÞ=CoFeB=MgO to
232directly observe magnetic domains and DW motion during
233current switching from −M to þM with −I [Fig. 3(a)], and
234from þM to −M with þI [Fig. 3(b)]. In these images, the
235up (down) or þM (−M) domains have black (white)
236contrast. Under −I of increasing magnitude, the images
237proceed in the order of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, where theþM domains
238expand asymmetrically. Because of the multiple domains,
239DW motions occur at multiple locations, with subsequent
240domain consolidation. The ↑↓ DWon the right side moves
241opposite to the conventional current direction, while the
242↓ ↑ DWon the left side moves much slower. This disparity
243in the DW speeds of the two types of DWs, in the absence
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F2:1 FIG. 2. SOT switching dependence on Pt and W thickness
F2:2 in Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO. In Ptð3Þ=WðtWÞ=CoFeBð1Þ=MgOð1.8Þ
F2:3 with a fixed tPt ¼ 3 nm (a) μ0H⊥=J and (c) switching density JC.
F2:4 In PtðtPtÞ=Wð1Þ=CoFeBð1Þ=MgOð1.8Þ with a fixed tW ¼ 1 nm,
F2:5 (b) μ0H⊥=J, and (d) JC. In (c) and (d) the solid and open symbols
F2:6 are for μ0Hx ¼ 0 and 7 mT, respectively. (e) HFL (solid circles)
F2:7 and HDL (open squares) obtained from harmonic measurements
F2:8 for Ptð3.0Þ=WðtWÞ=CoFeBð1Þ=MgOð1.8Þ. These two series
F2:9 show Ptð3Þ=Wð1.1Þ=CoFeBð1Þ=MgOð1.8Þ has the maximal

F2:10 μ0H⊥=J, minimal JC, and HFL ≈ 0, and HDL ≈ 0.
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244 of a magnetic field, is the key feature of Pt=W=CoFeB=
245 MgO that leads to ZFS. The reverse process is shown in
246 Fig. 3(b) under þI of increasing magnitude shown by the
247 images in the order of A to E, and similar asymmetrical DW
248 motion was observed. It is noted that, the DWs tend to
249 expand as current increases (see Supplemental Material IV
250 [15] for domain expansion under current), suggesting a
251 perpendicular field associated with the current in Pt=W.
252 By including the μ0H⊥=J in Eq. (1), together with the
253 conventional SOT described by M × ðσ ×MÞ, the asym-
254 metric motion of ↑↓ and ↓ ↑ DWs along current direction,
255 thus the ZFS, can be well reproduced by LLG equation
256 (see Supplemental Material IV [15] for the simulation
257 of asymmetric domain wall motion, which including
258 Refs. [26,28,33]).
259 We use current pulses of 11.8 mA in magnitude and
260 50 μs in width to reveal the consequence of each current
261 pulse. In the top row of Fig. 3(c), we show the MOKE
262 images of the same region after 3 successive current pulses.
263 In the lower row we highlight in yellow the domain after the
264 previous current pulse, revealing the asymmetrical domain
265 growth from this current pulse. From these images one
266 concludes that the highest DW speed, occurring at the tip of
267 the down-up DW after each current pulse, is about 3 cm=s
268 at this low current density. An increase in current density
269 dramatically increases the DW speed as necessary for
270 devices application [23,24].
271 We next discuss the ZFS switching anisotropy. In
272 W=CoFeB=MgO, as in other HM/FM/I, the external field
273 μ0Hx along the current direction sets the switching sense of
274 the �M states as shown in Fig. 1(c). The current channel

275may be patterned along any direction α within the CoFeB
276plane with no discernable difference. This isotropy is
277also realized in W=CoFeB=MgO samples with the oblique
278sputtered W layer. However, in Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO
279[Fig. 1(f)] that exhibits ZFS, current of opposite polarities
280gives the opposite states of �M, thus with a distinct
281anisotropy. We patterned Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO with 10 μm
282channel width along different directions in the film plane,
283with α ¼ 90° denoted as the off-axis sputtering direction.
284The angular dependence of the switching current is shown
285in Fig. 4(a), where the switching current mid-points for
286up-to-down and down-to-up are denoted as ICðU −DÞ
287(solid circles) and ICðD −UÞ (open circles), respectively.
288The remnant Hall resistance RHð0Þ that measures the
289degree of reversal is also shown. The angular dependence
290of ICðU −DÞ, ICðD − UÞ, and RHð0Þ shows a twofold
291symmetry with α ¼ 0° as the symmetry axis. Deterministic
292switching occurs with nearly the same switching current of
293�6.7 mA (Jc ¼ 1.3 × 1011 A=m2) within a wide range of
294angle of about �60° centered at α ¼ 0°, and with the
295opposite M at α ¼ 180°. In contrast, only partial switching
296with a smaller RHð0Þ, requiring a larger current of�7.1mA
297(Jc ¼ 1.4 × 1011 A=m2), occurs near the perpendicular
298direction of α ¼ 90° and 270°. The anisotropy axis is
299likely set by the oblique sputtering direction for the W
300layer. Off-axis sputtering is known to promote grain growth
301in the oblique direction, which causes the in-plane
302anisotropy [34,35].
303In addition to Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO, we have also
304observed ZFS in Pt=Ta=CoFeB=MgO but not in Ta=W=
305CoFeB=MgO. Since Ta and W both have negative θSH and
306Pt has positive θSH, these results further reaffirm the
307essential feature of two spin currents with opposite σ rather
308than multilayer structure To further demonstrate the essen-
309tial features of two spin currents of opposite spin index,
310in Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO with ZFS, we insert a 1-nm Au
311layer between Pt and W as in Pt=Au=W=CoFeB=MgO,
312where the much weaker charge-to-spin conversion of Au
313effectively reduces the spin current from Pt [36,37]. As a
314result, ZFS no longer occurs, and switching requires a
315field. To address the Oersted field due to the charge current,

(a) (b)

(c)

F3:1 FIG. 3. MOKE images of current switching in Hall bar of
F3:2 Ptð2.5Þ=Wð1.0Þ=CoFeBð1Þ for (a) increasing−I in the order of 1,
F3:3 2, 3,… and (b) increasing þI in the order of A; B; C… (c) Images
F3:4 after successive current pulses asymmetrically enlarging the
F3:5 domains at one end. In the lower panel, the yellow boundaries
F3:6 show the domains just before the current pulse, illustrating the
F3:7 contribution of the one current pulse.
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F4:1FIG. 4. Anisotropy of ZFS in
F4:2Ptð3Þ=Wð1.1Þ=CoFeBð1Þ=MgOð2Þ (in nm). (a) Angular depend-
F4:3ence of the RH values, IC, and (b) μ0H⊥=J values, where the solid
F4:4and open circles indicate magnetization switching from up to
F4:5down and down to up, respectively.
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316 we capped the Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO with Tað1 nmÞ=
317 Auð3 nmÞ, the current through which would compensate
318 the Oersted field from the bottom Pt=W. We found ZFS
319 remains intact thus excluding Oersted field as a possible
320 cause. These observations reaffirm the essential features of
321 competing spin currents. We note a pure spin current, with a
322 direction, a magnitude, and a spin index σ, is not a vector.
323 But in the present model of SOT, the effect of the spin
324 current has been incorporated into a spin flux vector with
325 direction σ and a magnitude that scales with θSH, as in the
326 fieldlike torque (aM × σ) and the anti-damping-like torque
327 [bM × ðσ ×MÞ] in Eq. (1). To accomplish ZFS one needs
328 create additional in-plane anisotropy on magnetic unit
329 through geometrical shape [16–18] or exchange bias
330 [19,20]. We show in this work, the competing spin currents
331 can also facilitate a new mechanism, experimentally
332 revealed as μ0H⊥ ∝ J, that causes asymmetric motion of
333 up-down and down-up DWs along current direction, and
334 performs ZFS at sufficiently large current.
335 In summary, we demonstrate a novel switching mecha-
336 nism via two spin currents of opposite spin indices in
337 Pt=W=CoFeB=MgO and similar structures. Instead of
338 merely canceling the spin current and SOT as the present
339 model would indicate, we show that the competing spin
340 currents generate an effective SOT with an effective
341 perpendicular field that can switch a PMA layer without
342 any applied magnetic field. We show that the present model
343 of SOT does not provide a viable scheme for multiple spin
344 currents, a new avenue for magnetization switching and
345 DW motion.
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